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1. What is Gradient Sketch 
Gradient Sketch is a gradient vector image editing plugin that allows users to easily control 
gradient color with Adobe Illustrator’s native arts, tools and features. With Gradient Sketch, 
users could generate diffusion-style gradient color by pre-defined color on any path art of any 
shape. Gradient Sketch also features controlling the highlight or shadow on both sides of 
curves/regions, providing extra convenience in designing with gradient color. 
  

2. System Requirements 

• Windows 10 

• OpenCL 1.2+ (for non-NVIDIA Graphics cards) or CUDA 9.0+ (for NVIDIA Graphics cards) 

• Adobe Illustrator 2017/2018 
 

1. Hardware environment: 
• Minimum GPU: Intel HD 4400 
• Suggested GPU: NVIDIA Quadro K5000 or better 
 
2. Software environment:  
• Windows 10 
• Adobe Illustrator 2017/2018 
• Support of NVIDIA CUDA 9.0+ is highly recommended. At least support of OpenCL 1.2. 
 
3. Limitations: 
• Under minimum GPU or OpenCL environment, the maximum resolution for the Adobe 
Illustrator document is 1280*1024. 
• Suggested resolution for any hardware/software environment is under 1920*1080. 
 
*The plugin is implemented based on highly parallel GPU computing, high resolution for any 
document is not recommended. 
 
*Note: Users can expect application crash with high resolution document or more than 10 
regions (closed shape) in editing in a low-configuration (e.g. Minimum hardware environment 
equivalent) platform. 
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3. Installation 

Please install from the Adobe Creative Cloud. Alternatively, install GradientSketch.zxp using 
Anastasiy's Extension Manager. 

4. Where to Find It 

Once after the existing document is opened or new document is created, Click on menu 

“Window” → “Extensions” → “GradientSketch” to launch the Gradient Sketch Panel. 

 
 

5. Gradient Sketch Basics 
5.1. Gradient Sketch Panel 

Gradient Sketch controls all its featured arts with one single panel. The panel shows one specific 
tab based on the selection of arts or tools.  

 

 

https://install.anastasiy.com/
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5.2. Gradient Sketch Art Elements 
5.2.1. Overview 

Gradient Sketch has a unique structure to organize all the arts. The top level is the 
Gradient Sketch Object (GSObject). A GSObject is a group art acting as a container for all the 
editable arts and boundaries. It provides more flexibility by setting smaller granularity for 
gradient vector images. Combining GSObjects and layers, users can create more complex 
design products. Under each GSObject, a valid clipping mask namely GSClip is necessary to 
limit the visual boundary. On the same level with GSClip, users would control the colors of a 
vector image by adding Gradient Sketch Color arts to the group art GSClr. Note that for a valid 
GSObject that can be rendered, GSClip is necessary and GSClr must contain at least one path 
art. Otherwise nothing will show after updating the GSObject. Additionally, as another 
important unique feature of Gradient Sketch, users can add Gradient Sketch Light & Shadow 
Arts, including GSLS curves(lines) under the GSInt group and GSLS regions under the GSIlm 
group, to enhance the vector image with easy-to-edit Light & Shadow effects. 

Figure 4.2.1: left to right -- GS Mono Color/GS Dual Color/GS LS line/GS LS Region 
 

5.2.2. Gradient Sketch Color Arts 

The color arts can be either mono tone or RG on the strokes of path arts. The 

color then diffuses to the other area on the canvas. All color arts are stored in GSClr group. A 
GSClr group may contain the following two types of GS Color arts. 

• GS Mono Color 

• GS Dual Color 

GS Mono Color: The mono color arts can be viewed by remove the tick mark in “View 

Elements” of the UI panel.  They are represented by the user-
specific color on the strokes of 2px width. 

GS Dual Color: The dual color arts can be viewed by remove the tick mark in “View 

Elements” of the UI panel.  They are represented by the user-
specific color on the strokes of 2px width. On either side of the path, there is a stroke 
with 1px width showing the color on that side. 
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Note: Users are not suggested to change the stroke widths. The color on the strokes can be 
freely modified by selecting either side of the stroke in AI’s “Appearance” panel, and further 
changing the gradients in AI’s “Gradient” panel. 

 

5.2.3. Gradient Sketch Light & Shadow Arts 

The Light & Shadow arts are used to control the lighting and darkness in a vector 
image. These arts are stored inside GSInt and GSIlm group, depend on which type of 
art they are. Also, there are two types of GS LS arts. 

• GS LS Curve/Line (stored in GSInt group) 

• GS LS Region (stored in GSIlm group) 

GS LS Curve/Line: This type of art act as the intersection curve/line between light and dark 
area. On the canvas, it is represented by long dashed strokes with 2px width. The stroke has 
double sides, each of which contains a controlling local highlight or 
shadow (white means light and black means dark). On a global scale, each GS LS Curve/Line 

can be adjusted by “Adjust Highlight & Shadow”  slider under 
“GradientSketch Light & Shadow Curve” tab in the UI panel. 

GS LS Region:  This type of art act as the 
highlight/illuminated and shadow region in the vector 
image. The transition from the highlight point to the rim of 
the region is smooth. On the canvas, it is represented by 
short dashed strokes with 1px. The color on the stroke 
reflects the local/global highlight parameters.  Users can 
only adjust the whole region by “Local” and “Global” slider 
(currently “Inside” and “Outside”) under the 
“GradientSketch Light & Shadow Region” tab. Users cannot 
adjust the gradient of the stroke to control partial region 
highlight/shadow. 
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5.3. Compatible Adobe Illustrator Tools 

Currently Gradient Sketch supports the following tools to generate arts: 

• Curvature Tool 

• Pencil Tool 

• Line Segment Tool 

• Arc Tool 

• Rectangle Tool 

• Rounded Rectangle Tool 

• Ellipse Tool 

• Polygon Tool 

• Star Tool 

Users can still use other tools to modify arts. 
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6. Art Editing 
6.1. Create Arts 

6.1.1. Create Gradient Sketch Objects 

Users should follow these steps to get started: 
1. Open the Gradient Sketch UI panel from “Window->Extensions->GradientSketch” 

 
2. Draw a closed shape with any tool (Shaper Tool, Rectangle Tool etc.) 
3. Keep the shape selected and targeted (if not, click on the shape with Selection Tool) 
4. Click on the “Get GradientSketch Object” button on the UI panel. 

 
5. If the following status appears, a GSObject is created successfully. 
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6.1.2. Add Gradient Sketch Color Arts 

After creating or selecting & targeting a GSObject, users need add base color arts inside. 
That could be done as follows: 

1. Select the “GradientSketch Color Curve”  in the UI panel 
dropdown menu. 

2. Keep one GSObject selected and targeted. 
3. Click on “Add GradientSketch” in the UI panel. After the click, the button status will 

change from  to . Also, the Pencil 
Tool will be selected from the AI Toolbar. 

4. Select any AI tool according to “Compatible tools” section. 
5. Select “Mono Line” or “Dual Line” from the UI panel to create mono/dual color art. 
6. If “Mono Line” is checked, only the “L” (left hand side) color will be effective. If “Dual 

Line” is checked, both “L” and “R” will be effective. 
7. Click on “L” or “R” and select color from the palette. This will change the color 

accordingly and appear as that of the background of “L” and” R”. Selected side will have 

a label like this . Users may also adjust RGB/Hex values to specify colors. The 
“Select Colors” only works for initial color. For consequent color modification, please 
use AI’s Appearance/Gradient panel, and further refer to the latter section. 

8. Draw art inside the selected area. 
Note: Step 5/6/7 do not necessarily follow the sequence. These steps should be done before 
step 8. 
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6.1.3. Add Gradient Sketch Light & Shadow Arts 

GS LS Curve/Line: 

1. Select the “GradientSketch Light & Shadow Curve”   in the UI 
panel dropdown menu. 

2. Select and target a GSObject. 
3. Click on “Add GradientSketch” in the UI panel. After the click, the button status will 

change from  to . Also, the Pencil 
Tool will be selected from the AI Toolbar. 

4. Select any AI tool according to “Compatible tools” section. 

5. Adjust the slider , the slider represents how bright it is on the 
left-hand side of the curve/line. Sliding to the right means being brighter on the left 
side. 

6. Draw art inside the selected area. 
 

GS LS Region: 

1. Select the “GradientSketch Light & Shadow Curve”   in the UI 
panel dropdown menu. 

2. Select and target a GSObject. 
3. Click on “Add GradientSketch” in the UI panel. After the click, the button status will 

change from  to . Also, the Pencil 
Tool will be selected from the AI Toolbar. 

4. Select any AI tool according to “Compatible tools” section. 

5. Adjust the slider “Local” and “Global” , the slider represents 
how bright it is in the local region or the outer area. Each has RGB channels that can be 
adjusted individually. Sliding to the right means being brighter. 

6. Draw art inside the selected area. 
 

6.2. Modify Arts 
6.2.1. Change the position of arts 

Users can move arts both as a group and as individuals. 
Group Selection: As GSObject is a group art, selecting on the area of a GSObject on canvas 
leads to selecting the whole group of arts. 
Individual Selection: 
1. Choose “Direct Selection Tool” in AI Toolbar. 
2. Open “Layer” panel from AI. 
3. Select the art on the canvas, once selected, the art in the layer panel will show double 

circle  on the right column. 
4. Click again on the double circle. 
5. Move cursor to the art. Make sure the cursor right hovers the path. 
6. Drag the art to the specific position. 
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6.2.2. Change the color of arts 

1. Choose “Direct Selection Tool” in AI Toolbar. 
2. Open “Appearance” and “Gradient” panel from AI. 
3. Select the art to modify color. 
4. In the “Appearance” panel, pick one stroke. 
5. In the “Gradient” panel, change the color. 
6. Make sure the GSObject that contains the art is selected and targeted. 

7. Click on the “Update GradientSketch Object”  button. 
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6.2.3. Remove arts 

1. Choose “Direct Selection Tool” in AI Toolbar. 
2. Select the art to remove on the canvas. 
3. DONOT delete the art directly. It may only delete part of the art. 
4. Locate the art in the Layer panel. 
5. Click on the item until the background is focused. 
6. Click on the dustbin button or the delete key from keyboard. 

 
 

6.2.4. Duplicate arts 

1. Choose “Direct Selection Tool” in AI Toolbar. 
2. Select the art to duplicate on the canvas. 

3. Open the dropdown menu  on the upper right of Layer panel and duplicate. 
4. Target the new art in the layer panel and edit/move. 
5. If the result is not rendered, select and target the GSObject and click on the “Update 

GradientSketch Object”  button if needed. 
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6.3. Update/Render Arts 
6.3.1. Automatically update 

Generally, whenever users add any GradientSketch art after selecting and targeting a 
GSObject, it automatically renders the diffusion gradient image at the background. And 
replace any existing image under GSArt group if any. However, sometimes when users want 
to edit the color of a GSClr art or any other scenarios where an automatic update fails, they 
need manually update. 

6.3.2. Manually update 

Users can click on the “Update GradientSketch Object” 
button once a GSObject or any belonging element is selected. After editing the color of 
strokes or doing other modifications to any art, if the result is not showing as expected, just 
select and target the GSObject, click on the button and render the result. 
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7. Examples 
7.1. Egg 

1. Create a GSObject 

 

2. Add a GS Dual Color art using Ellipse Tool 
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3. Rotate, move and shape 

 
4. Edit color on both strokes 
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5. Add highlight and shadow 
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6. Sketches and Results: 

 


